
ADSI's Exclusive HOT TIP OPTION
The Hot Tip Option is a digitally controlled cutting stylus that "heat-cuts" and edge seals your material at the 
same time!  It will process a wide selection of media that can not be processed by a standard sign plotter. The 
i-TECH Cutter w/Hot Top will process with knife-cut precision while simulteaneously sealing the edge of the 
material.  It is fast, precise and reduces labor and handling costs. 

Allen Hot Tip Option…cuts the un-cutable!
 - Highway/ Traffic Sign Materials

♦ Highly Reflective Sheeting, like…
      3M Diamond Grade™ 
♦ Hign Intensity Reflecting Sheeting 

- Woven Synthetic Textiles
♦ Tackle Twill 
♦ Nylon
♦ Polyester and more

- Sign / Graphics Media
♦ Laminated Digital Prints 
♦ Whenever a sealed edge is required 

The Hot Tip equipped i-TECHCutter…does the job with speed and precision! 

Allen's Digitally Controlled Hot Tip combined with the precision of the GoldTouch
Head delivers the accuracy, speed and control you need to process those special 
materials.  Using the system is simple…we pre-test and calibrate each system at the 
factory.  Changing the settings to process various materials is as easy as adjusting the
Speed and Force settings. The cutter's intuitive control panel keeps it all very friendly!

When your ready to go from Hot Tip cutting to knife cutting, or pen plotting, or pattern
pouncing… just change the tool!  Its that easy!

The Allen i-TECH Cutter's are…  Intelligent  -  Intuitive  -  Industrious 

        Production Ready…to get the job done!
These cutter's are complete, full featured, high performance cutting systems.
They are delivered with all the processing tools, as standard.
You are production ready** for knife cutting, pen plotting and pattern 
pouncing.  All accessories, Allen's advanced cutter control software, DirectCUT
Windows
XP/2000 Driver and Deluxe stand are included.
Plus, all Allen cutters come with a full Two Year Warranty.  You're Ready!

*     The Hot TiP Option is a factory 
installed option, sold separetly

**   Design/Layout Software in not included. 

Diamond Grade™ is a Trade Mark of 3M.
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